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I. THE PROCEEDINGS 

The Claimant, HARZA ENGINEERING COMPANY (hereinafter 

referred to. as "HARZA") , filed a. Statement of Claim on 18 

November 1981, against the Government of rran, including 

Bank MELLI and IRANIANS' Sank (whose successor of interest 

is Bank TEJARAT). The relief sought by the Claimant is the 

payment of- USS 3 35, 1 O 1 • 44 representing· the ,ralue of the. 

aggregate credit balance of the Claimant's allegedly expro

priated. accounts with these two banks. 

Bank MELLI filed its: Statement of Defence on 15 March 

1982, Bank TEJARAT filed Lts Statement of Defence on 20 Aprii, 

1982 together with a Counterclaim for payment of OS$. 485·,513.12 

representing- the value of letters· of cred.i.t. 

The Government of rran d.id not file a Statement of Defence. 

A Pre-Hearing Conference was held on 27 May 1982. 

The Parties later submitted their documentary evidence. 

A Hearing was held on 8 October 1 982 .• 

Post hearing memorials were later submitted by the Claim

ant and by Bank MELLI. 
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II. CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 

Harza alleges that i.t is a national of the Oni.ted States 

and that fr.om June 1 9 6 6 until March 1978, under con tract to 

the ri:anian Ministry of Energy, it provided engineering con

sulting services and assistance as part. of a project to develop 

electric power resou.r.ces in Iran. In order to facilitate its 

activities in connection with this work, Harza opened two cur

rent Rial accounts into which it paid fees earned on the. pro
jec.t and out of which it paid financial obligations incurred. 

in Iran and remitted funds. to its main office in tha Onite.d 

States:. One account was opened in Bank Melli. Iran and a second 

in Iranians' Bank, which was later merged. by legislative act of 

the post-revolutionary government with Bank Etebarate Iran and 

other banks into the. new Bank Tej arat. 

In 1979, in the. course of. liquidating its- operations in 
Iran, Rai:za. attempted on four occas-ions to pay obl.igations. in

curred in Iran by drawing checks on its Bank Melli account. On 

14 March 1979 a check in the amount of Rials 1,960,920 was 
made out to the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance and 
signed by one George Pabich, Secretary-Treasurer of Harza. 

Upon presentation, this check was dishonored by Bank Melli on 

the ground that no signature card for Mr. Pabich was on file 
wi.th the bank and that the signature was ther.efore not verifia
ble. In April 1979, a replacement check i.n the amount of Rials 

1,960,920 was transmitted to the same payee signed by a W.P. 

Leber, the official liquidator of Harza's Iran operations. 

Again, upon presentation, the check was dishonored on the 
ground that Mr. Leber 1 s signature was not on file. 

On 3 December 1979, Mr. Leber sent to Harza's Tehran coun

sel a copy of the Official Gazette entry announcing his appoint

ment as liquidator along with a letter signed by him authorizing 
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the bank to honor checks signed by him. Mr. Leber requested 

that the counsel transmit these items to Bank Melli. On the 

same day, a third check was issued in the amount of Rials 

231,313, this time to Harza's Iranian counsel, over the signa

ture of Mr. Leber. Subsequently, a fourth check in the amount 

of Rials 1;960,920 was issued on 7 December 1979 over Mr. 

Leber's signature in yet another attempt to effect !_:)ayment 

to the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance. These two 

checks were also dishonored on the above-mentioned grounds. 

Harza then attempted to execute formal signature cards 

which would meet the bank's objections regarding the verifi

cation of Mr. Leber's signature. On the precise instructions 

of a Bank Melli. official, the signature cards· were completed, 

Mr. Leber's signature was authenticated by Harza's principal 

.bank in the United States and the cards were sent to and re

ceived by Bank Melli. 

On 25. February 1980, despite compliance· with Bank Melli's 

instructions in this regard, the bank informed Harza's Iranian 

counsel that even these actions were not adequate and that a 

supplemental verification of Mr. Leber's signature would have 

to be made by an Iranian consulate. At this point, almost a 

year after it had. first attempted to draw on its Bank Melli 

account, Harza concluded that the account ha<l been effectively 

blocked and desisted from further efforts to use its funds. 

It should be noted that, during the present proceedings, Bank 

Melli has stated that it now accepts Mr. Leber's signature but 

that, since it was received in January 1980, no checks have been 

presented. The Claimant has present:ed evidence to the effect 

that as late as April 1980, the bank was still refusing to 

accept Mr. Leber's signature. 

Harza alleges that Bank Melli's actions were wrongful and 

amounted to an expropriation by the Islamic Republic of Iran of 

its funds in the account by direct and repeated interference 
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with the use and en:oyment o~ ~ts ;,roperty in violat~on of the 

Treaty of Amity, .::conomic Relat.ions, and Consular Rights Between 
, I 

the united States and Iran o:f 1 5 August 1 955 ,..!...' ( "Treaty of 

Amity") and princ.:..ples of international law. Furthermore, al

t.hough it t.ook no steps to draw on f 1Jnds in its aank r::'ejarac 

account, Harza alleges that Bank Melli 1 s actions demonstrated 

a general. government ;,olicy to block its oank 3.Ccounts, and 

perhaps ~hose of American companies in general, and chat, there

fore, its Sank Te~arat account had likewise been expropriated. 

Harza seeks an award for ::he dollar equivalent as 0£ 14 

March, 1979 of· the undisputed amount in its Sank Mell.i. and 

Bank Tejarat accounts, jeing $330,634.44 and $3,951.56 respec

ti.vely. Ha.rza also seeks interest from 14 March 1979, the data 

of the Pabich check, to the. date o=: ;,ayment of che award at: a 

rate. equal to its borrowing rate. Harza also seeks its costs 

of arbitration. 

The: Respondent, THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF !RAN, has. not 

filed a S~atement of Defence. However, Bank Melli Iran and 

Bank Tejarat filed Statements of Defence, supplemental plead

ings and documentary evidence and ::tppeared at the Pre-Hearing 

Conference on 27 May 1982 and ac the nearing held on 8 October 

1982. Furthermore, Bank Tejarat filed a Counterclaim based 

upon certain letters of credit under which it alleges Harza is 

liable-. 

Bank Melli's defence, as it developed durin~ the coursa 

of the proceedings, rests upon its denial that its actions. were 

wrongful or amount to an.expropriation. First, it alleges that 

its refusals to honor the checks drawn by Harza were lawful in 

that it was not, when the checks. were presented, properly author

ized to pay out of the account on the strength of the signatures 

1 / 
- 8 O.S.T., 849, T.I.A.S. No. 3853 
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of Mr. Pabich and Mr. Leber. It maintains that, on 19 Seotember 
1977, a new signature card (with power of attorney) was filed 

that made Mr. Shamshad Azri the sole authorized signatory. Sec

ondly, it denies that its refusals at the time to accept Harza's 

efforts to authenticate t1r. Leber' s signature as sufficient 

authorization for the checks of 3 and 7 December 1979 amounted 

to interference with Harza's use or enjoyment of its funds. 

Thirdly, it alleges that the f"-lnds remain ava.::.lable for Rarza's 

use upon presentation of validly executed checks, except Ear an 

amount garnished by an order issued on 17 May 1981 by Tehran 

Peace Court in execution of a. judgment against Ha.rza. 

Bank Tejarat also denies that it has in any sense expro

priated the balance of Rarza's account, pointing out that there 

has been no attempt by Harza to draw on the funds in the account 

since the revolution and that no prior attempt was ever dishonored .. 

Bank Tejarat states that the account remains at Harza's disposal. 

In· its Gounterclaim, Bank Tejarat contends that Harza 

Engineering Company is liable for the amounts due under thirty

three back-up· letters C'lf credit issued to Bank Etebarate for 

the, account of Harza Engineering Company International (ttHarza 

International"), a Liberian corporation. Bank Tejarat alleges 

that as successor to Bank E.tebarate, it duly called each of 
the. credits but was refused payment on the ground that t.he 

credits had expired pr:ior to the receipt of Bank Tejarat I s 

request for an extension of the credits. Bank Tejarat argues 

that, althouqh the letters of credit were issued to the account 

of Harza International, Harza is itself liable because of an 

identity between the two corporations due to common ownership. 

In response, Harza challenges the Tribunal's jurisdiction 

to hear the Counterclaim on the ground that it does not arise 

out of the same contract, transaction or occurrence that consti

tutes the subject matter of its claim, as required by the Claims 

Settlement Declaration. On the merits, Harza denies liability 

on the ground that only the-issuing bank can be liable under 
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the terms of the letters of credit and that, even if the 
account party may be held liable, Harza is ~ot the account 

party in any event. Harza maintains that the separate and 

independent legal status of the t~o corporations shields it 

from any liability which Sarza International may bear. 

IIr. GENERAL ISSUES OF JURISDICTION 

The Claimant invokes as the basis for the Tribunal's 

jurisdiction over the claims Article II, paragraph 1, of the 

Claims Settlement Declarati.on which establishes the Tribunal 

for, among other purpo.ses, "the purpose of deciding claims 

of. nationals of the United States against Iran ... if such 

claims ... are outstanding on the date of this Agreement, 

whether or not filed wi.th any court, and arise out of debts, 

contracts {including transactions which are the subject of 

letters of. credit or bank guarantees), expropriations or other 

measures affecting· property rights .... " The. Tribuna.l must 

determine that the Claimant is· a national of t:he United States; 

that the- Respondents are included in the. term, "Iran 11
; and that 

the subject matter of the c·laim is as described by the language 

of. the. provision. 

The. Claimant has preferred a certification by the Secretary 

of State· of Delaware indicating that Harza Engineering Company 

was organized. under the laws of that State on 27 November 1970 

and has continuously maintained its. lega.l corporate existence 

since that· tima. 

Furthermore, the sworn affidavit of Harza's corporate 

secretary indicates that on the basis of. his personal know

ledge of the records of the company's shareholders, all of 

whom are also employees of the company whose nationality is 

recorded, at least 97.3 9ercent of Harza's outstanding capital 

stock has been held by United States nationals during the period 

of time relevant to the claims. The affidavit also lists the 

names and addresses in the united States of sixteen of these 

employee-shareholders who ·hold a combined interest in the com

pany exceeding 50 percent of its capital stock and who are 

United States nationals. 
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In view of this evidence and the absence of any evidence 

to the contrary, the Tribunal is satisfied that the claims 

presented here are claims of a national of the Onited States 
within the .-:ieaning of these terms as defined in Article VII of 

the Claims Settlement Declaration. 

The Claimant has named the Islamic Republic of Iran as 

sole Respondent but has. indicated. clearly in its statement 

of claim that the Government acted through Sank Melli and 

through Iranians' Bank, a predecessor of Sank Tejarat. The 

Government of the Islamic Republic has not responded to the 

claim in its own name, but both Bank Melli and Bank Tejarat 

have appeared and offered defences to the: claim. It is uncon

tested that these two banks are creations of and are wholly 

owned and controlled by the Government of Iran, and, as such, 

they must be deemed agencies of the Government. Therefore, 

the claim· is within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. as a 

claim. against ''Iran 11 as defined by Article VI'I, paragraph 3 

of the Claims Settlement Declaration. 

The third jurisdicti.onal requirement, relating to the 

subject matter of the claims, is addressed below. 

IV. THE CLAIM RELATING TO BANK MELL.! IRAN 

The. Claimant has alleged the. liability of Bank Melli on 
the basis of· expropriation and has also alleged that certain 
measures have been taken which affect its right to bank 
accounts. As noted above, the Tribunal has jurisdiction over 

claims arising out of "expropriations or other measures af
fecting property rights." Thus, whether deemed an expropria

tion or another measure affecting property rights, the claim 

clearly falls within the subject matter requirements of Arti

cle II, paragraph 1,of the Claims Settlement Declaration. 

A mere right to payment from a bank account is not a "claim" 

within the meaning of the Claims Settlement Declaration, but 
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a claim that the use of the account has been interfered with 

unreasonably or that the account has in some other manner 

been taken is such a claim. 

Ordina.rily, the wrongful failure to pay a.mounts drawn on 

a currenct account would give rise to a simple claim for 

contract breach, the damages for which could be limited to 

proven losses caused. by the dishonor. Hera, however, the 

Claimant does not allege losses caused by the dishonor of 

specific checks, but rather that the 9attern of behavior 

of Bank. Melli in dishonoring four checks and in creating 

unreasonable.: barriers to the Claimant's efforts to authen

ticate the signature of a person authorized to draw on its. 

account. amounts to an expropriaton of the funds. in the account. 

The Claimant is correct in asserting that a taking of 

property may occur unde.r international law, even in the ab

sence of a formal nationalization or expropriation, if a 

government has· interfered unreasonably with the. use of prop

erty.Y In the- prasent case, however, we do not need to 

decide how unreasonable the interference must be to consti

tute a taking of property, because, the Claimant has failed 

to prove that the actions of Bank Melli amounted to un

reasonable interference-. In essence, the. evidence is adequate 

to show that the first check was wrongfully dishonored, and 

that the second check was correctly refused. The evidence 

with respec.t to the third. and fourth checks is inconclusive 

and is inadequata to permit the Tribunal to find that they 
were wrongfully dishonored. Moreover, the evidence does 

not warrant a finding that Bank Melli intended t.c deprive 

2/ 
The phrase "expropriations or o~her measures affecting ?ro9-
erty rights" has broad meaning u.nder international law. See, 
e.g., Christie, What Constitutes a Takincr of Pronertv rJnder 
International Law, [196~; Brit.Y.B. In~'lLaw 307; Draft Conv. 
on Resp. of States for Injuries to Aliens, .Jo.rt. 10(3), ~ 
printed in 55 A..m J. Int'l Law 545, 553 (1961); 8 Whiteman, 
Digest orrnt'l Law "'006-1020 (1967); The ~easures Taken bv 
the Indonesian Gov't Against Net:ierlands Enterprisas, S Neth. 
Int' l. L. Rev. 2 2 7 , 2 4 2 ( i 9 5 8) . 
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the. Claimant of its right to use its bank account. Al.though 

the bank imposed requirements for the authentication of the 

signature of a newly authorized representative that were diffi

cult to meet under the circumstances 9revailing at the time, 

the evidence presented did not establish that these requirements 

were unreasonable or even ::..nconsistent with normal Iranian bank

ing practice. 

These conclusions are based on the ~allowing analysis of 

each transaction. First, the Pabich check of 14 ~arch 1979 was 

dishonored on the ground of improper s.ignature despite the fact 

that Mr. Pabich was. authorized to sign checks and that his signa

ture was on file with Bank Melli, as disclosed by the Claimant's 

evidence. That evidence shows that Mr. ?abich was officially re

corded in the public records of the Company Registration Office 

as being an authorized signatory to all of Harza's Iranian bank 

accounts and that this authority was. published in the Official. 

Gazette on 24 October· 1968. Furthermore, Mr. Pabich sent a com

pleted Bank Melli signatory card to Harza's project manager in 

Iran on 16 Januai:y 1969 •. That this signatory card was transmitted 

to the bank is indicated by the fact that it served as the authen

tication of. the proj ec:t manager's signature as well. Mr. Pabich' S· 

signature. was accepted as valid by Bank Melli on at least 

one prior occasion when the authority of a later project mana

ger to sign checks was accepted on the basis of a power of 

attorney signed by Mr. Pabich. When asked at the Hearing 

i£ Mr. Pabich's signature card was in Bank Melli's files, 

the bank's representative indicated that this was indeed 

possible but that later check signing authorizations would 

have superseded the card. The bank's representative asserted 

that the only val.id signature card on file during the rele

vant time was that of Mr. Azri, the power of attorney for 

which was given by Mr. Pabich. However, no evidence was 

presented that Mr. Pabich's prior authority had been revoked. 

Thus the bank had a duty to honor the Pabich check and its 

refusal to do so was wrongfµl. However, the available evi

dence is inadequate to permit the Tribunal to determine 
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whether that refusal reflected mere negligence in failing 
to find an old card, a general policy that new cards super

sede old. ones, or a deliberate decision to deprive Harza of 

the use of the account. 

On the other hand, the first Leber check of April, 1979 

clearly was. not wrongfully dishonored. Harza does no,: even 

contend that Bank Melli had been !;)roferred a specimen of 

Mr. Leber's signature by the time this check was presented 

and the Bank is correct in s,ointing out that it would have 

to be liable to the account holder if it had honored the 

check in such circumstances. 

Whether· the second and third Leber checks, dated 3 Decem

ber. and. 7 December 197 9, respectively, were wrongfully dis

honored is more difficult to say, Mr. Leber's authority to 

sign checks and a specimen of his signature were communicated 

to Harza' s counsel in Tehran. for the purpose of presenting 

them to Bank Melli along- with the 3 December check, but. the 

evidence is inconclusive on the question of what documents 

counsel. actually presented to the Bank. The Tribunal. there

fore cannot conclude that these two checks were- wrongfully 

dishonored. 

Finally, we must examine Harza 1 s further afforts to 

meet the bank's requirements to authenticate Mr. Leber's sig
nature. On the advice of counsel. who was discussing the s,roblem 
with the bank, Harza obtained blank signature cards which were. 

thereupon signed by Mr. Leber. Harza then contacted an official 
at the New York City branch of Bank Melli who gave specific in

structions regarding the steps to be taken to authenticate Mr. 

Leber's signature through Harza's Chicago bank. Harza fully 
complied with these instructions and mailed the required docu
ments to Bank Melli. Subsequently, Harza learned through its 

Iranian counsel that these efforts were not satisfactory to 

Bank Melli officials who had by then added the additional re
quirement that Mr. Leber'-s signature be verified by an Iranian 
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consular officer. Shortly thereafter all Iranian consular 

offices were closed in the Onited States, and the Claimant 

abandoned its efforts to use the Sank Melli account, although 

discussions between counsel and the bank continued fruitlessly 

for some months. In this connection it should be noted that 

the communications from the Claimant's counsel in Tehran re

flected his continued belief that the s,roblems experienced in 

using the account could be resolved and that the conditions 

imposed by t:he ':Jank for verification of Mr. leber's signature 

could be met, even in the strained circumstances existing 

in late 1979 and 1980 when the Claimant's representati.ves found 

it difficul.t, if not impossible, to travel to Iran and when 

Iranian consu.lates in the United States were closed. 

The f al.lure of. the Claimant to pursue its efforts to 

use its account beyond the spring of 1980 is not explained 

in the record, but if it was based on a judgment that tha 

account had been "taken" through unreasonable interference 

with its use, the evidence to justify such a judgment has· 

not been presented. As noted above, the Claimant does. not 

allege. and has not shown any damages as a result of the wrong

fu.l dishonor of· the. Pabich check. We therefore hold that tha 

claim relating to Bank Melli should be dismissed for want of 

proof. 

V. THE CLAIM RELATING TO BANK TEJARA.T 

The evidence with regard to Harza's account with Bank Tejarat 

is quite different from that presented with regard to the Bank 

Melli account. Harza did not attempt to draw on the Bank Tejarat 

account but argues that its experience with Bank Melli establishes 

that it would have been confronted. with the same pattern of inter

ference had it done so. 
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Implicit in the Claimant's argument is the assertion that 

Bank Melli acted in accordance with a general government 9olicy 

to deny it access to its funds. However, the Cla.imant s,resented 

no direct proof of such an overall policy nor did it offer any 

circumstantial evidence that would. indicate such a policy. :::n

deed, as we·have noted. above, Bank Melli, in defending its own 

conduct, did not cite any general law or policy in pursuit of 

a s,ublic purpose. 

Therefore, to the extent that the c lai...11 rel a ting to 3ank 

Tejarat is based upon any interference by the bank with Harza's 

ri.ghts- or upon a broader governmental direction it must be dis

missed for want of pr.oaf. Moreover, as noted above, a mere 

right to payment from a bank account is not an outstanding 

claim within the meaning· of the Claims Settlement Declaratior.. 

Therefore, to the extent that the claim is based upon such a 

right, i.t does not fall. within the Tribunal.' s jurisdiction .. 

VI. THE COUNTERCLAIM OF BANK' TEJARAT 

To the extent that the dismissal. of the claim relating to 

Bank Tejarat is based on jurisdictional .. grounds, the counter

claim of Bank Tejarat must also be dismissed. Moreover, thei::e 

is another reason why the Tribunal. does not have jurisdiction 

over the counterclaim. Article II, paragraph 1, of the Claims 

Settlement Declaration provides jurisdiction over "any counter

claim which arises out of the same. contract, transaction or oc

currence that constitutes the subject matter of that national's 

claim •... " 

The letters of credit which are the subject matter of Bank 

.Tejarat ':::; counterclaim constitute undertakings of the Northern 

Trt1st: Company located in Chicago, Tl lino.is, to Bank E:tebcrate. 

The claim by Harza in this case relating to Bank Tejarat is for 

the wrongful failure to permit use of a bank account opened with 

Iranians' Bank. On its face, there appears to be no relationship 

whatsoever between the subject matter of the claim and that of the 
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counterclaim. Nor has the Respondent offered any rationale for 

connecting the contract (letters of credit) out of which the 

counte.rc-lairn arises and the occur:=ence (alieged taking of a bank 

account) out of which the claim arises. 

A letter of credit is a financial instrument embodying 

obligations which are autonomous and independent of the trans

action to which it is a condition. :1oreover, even if we :.ook 

behind the credits themsel:11es, the underlying transaction be

tween Harza International and the Khuzestan Water and Power 

Authority bears no relationship to the obligation to 9ay out 

of the bank accounts. 

The subject matter of the claim and the counterclaim being 

thus distinct, the Tribunal holds that it does not have juris

diction· over the counterclaim of Bank Tejarat for this reason 

as. well. 
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VII. COSTS OF ARBITRATION 

In accordance with Article 40, paragraphs 1 and 2 of 

the Provisionally Adopted Tribunai Rules and taking into 

account the circumstances of the case, including the dis

missal of the. counterclaim, the Tribunal. decides that each 

of the Parties shall bear its own costs of ar~itrating this 

claim. 

For the foregoing reasons, 

THE TRIEUNAL. AWARDS AS. FOLLOWS: 

The Claim of HARZA ENGINEERING COMPANY relating to BANK 

MELLI IRAN is hereby dismissed. 

The Claim of HARZA ENGINEERING COMPANY relating to BAJ..'IT{ 
TEJARAT ia hereby dismissed. 

The: Counterclaim of BANK T'EJARAT is hereby dismissed. 

No Award is made as to costs. 

Dated, The Hague

~ ooecember 1982 

Pierre Bellet 
Chairman 
Chamber Two 

In the name of God 

Concur2::"ir..r1 


